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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It was 2 years since I have done one of these, I was actually sent home from Australia in the middle of an event, I miss this.I am relatively new to the industry coming from Industrial IoT, but new is good, and new is what the built environment needs to embrace. Some will say we are decades behind in technology compared to other industries, but times are changing and Covid has giving us a push into the right direction. My Name is Byron Heath I am VP of the Digital Buildings Portfolio for Siemens Middle East Asia and it is my honour to be able to speak with you today.Designing the workplace means different things to Owners, Facility Managers and Tenants, but there are overlapping benefits if you look for them.What I would like to do today is take you on a journey of what a Smart Building in a post pandemic world could be.I will focus on aspects of health and safety, energy efficiency, how occupants can interact with the building for a better experience, and how the data can all come together in a Platform. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So now your thinking, who is this guy, and what does Siemens know about buildings. The fact is Siemens is one of the largest Software companies on the Planet with 43,000 developers and R&D staff and invests 5.5 billion invested in R&D each year. Verdantix an independent research and advisory firm has Siemens as one of the leaders in this space 4 years running.
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Facts and figures on Siemens research and Development

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In real terms Siemens has connected and monitoring over 130 buildings with over 200,000 datapoints at the Dubai Expo, Siemens knows buildings.



Get over your fear and 
resistance of the Cloud
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Presentation Notes
I need to get this out of the way We need to embrace the cloudWhen I discuss the Cloud for just about any kind of building data, I am met with a great deal of resistance. I understand in some cases there are regulatory reasons some companies or industries cannot use the Public Cloud, but this is not the majority.Banking, taxes, medical records, every email and document we have written is on the CloudBut when it comes to the temperature of meeting rooms, desk occupancy, or energy data, suddenly this becomes to sensitive for the cloud.  Again a lot of what I will talk about today is centered around data The fact is without utilizing the cloud it is going to be difficult and much more expensive to gather, store, and analyze all the data required for the future of smart buildings. 



Buildings in a 
post 
pandemic 
world.

The 
pandemic 
was simply a 
catalyst for 
ideas already 
taking shape.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ok enough of my rant, let’s talk about designing the future workspace.The pandemic was a catalyst for ideas already taking shape. However these ideas were elevated to a wider audience, who are now reconsidering their workplace priorities.Today more people are paying attention to their building’s environment to determine if the places they work are aligned with their values, lifestyle, and the for the potential impact on their health. There are newcomers in the certification space redefining what makes a Smart Building.Such as WiredScore that evaluates the quality of the network connectivity in your building, and Smart Score which aims to be the benchmark for evaluating Smart Buildings.And even Books such as healthy buildings have brought to the forefront issues to be dealt with by Owners, FMs and occupants.
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Presentation Notes
And for those who believe things may go back to normal when the pandemic is truly over and we do not have to do anything.I get it, I just got back from the UK and things felt quite normal, people shaking hands, crowded bars.However, I do believe there are some lasting cultural and personal changes that we will all carry into the future.The pandemic was a wakeup call, but it is not the only global illness. I know these are US stats, I could not find the specifics for Singapore, but these figures are staggering.In my case I am a changed personI used to pride myself on never taking a sick day in 8 years, not that I wasn’t sick, I just went to work anyway and made everyone else sick, the thought of that now horrifies me.In regards to Flexible working, I am 56, I never took a meeting in a Starbucks, or imagined I would willingly give up my assigned desk for a flexible booked desk, or could be productive working from home.But this is the new me and I do not see going back to the way I used to think.



Smart Buildings, the 
Magic bullet does not 

exist
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When it comes to a Smart building there is no single magic bullet.Nor is the best answer cherry picking a few siloed solutions.  Solutions should serve multiple purposes and benefit multiple stakeholders.But what we need to keep in mind is the future of buildings is all about data.And the more data that can be brought together from multiple sources, the better we will be able to understand the cascading effects of the things we change.People say data is the new oil, I like that.Like oil data is useless unless it is extracted, stored, and then processes to be used in other things that generate value.



A truly Smart 
Building 
requires a  
Platform 

Platform is the 
most 
incorrectly and 
overused word 
in Smart 
Buildings today
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Which leads me to the concept of a Platform for your building or portfolio. The issue is platform is the most misused used word in our Industry.An app that captures some data and has an application programming interface (API) which is used to access that data IS NOT a Platform. CLICKClickA Platform is the foundation of the Smart Digital building on which stand multiple pillars of tradtionally siloed data and services. Things likeUser centricityEnergy efficiencySpace utilizationAnd very important is data that was once trapped in the Building management system and visible to only a few, is made avaialble to anyone that needs it to solve problems. This includes data from sensors and sub systems like access control, security, fire, air quality, elevators, HVAC, etc



Building Platform
AI-enabled digital solutions, platform, and connectivity for buildings
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Applications and Open APIs
• An evolving set of applications to optimize your daily work and drive tangible business 

outcomes across the entire building portfolio. 

• A comprehensive portfolio of smart building APIs allowing access to data and integration    

with other applications or enterprise systems.

Platform and Analytics Services 
• A powerful backbone for applications and a comprehensive set of services for the 

digitization of buildings and assets.

• The unifying, open cloud platform breaks data silos and provides harmonized data to 

enable seamless user experience, interoperability, and data exploration to gain meaningful 

insights.

Connectivity
• Our flexible and scalable connectivity solutions bring your assets securely into the cloud 

and evolve with your needs

Applications Open APIs

Data Storage and Analytics Services

Connectivity

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A Platform has 3 main layers Connectivity to gather and send data to central storage.Once stored the data is tagged, structured, combined, analyzed and made ready for use.On top of the Platform is where we see the value generated.The data can now be used in Reports, Dashboards, predictive maintenance, new apps and solutions, and also shared between systems, and made available for anyone via an API. This platform forms the backbone of your Building Operational Twin. This is a big undertaking, this is not plug and play.The silos and the difficulty in extracting data are legendary in our industry, but it is changing out of necessity. Creating your platform will be a journey for most companies and their partners. 



• An Open API for your building

Easy data acquisition

And the rise of the data demanding Tenant
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And lastly the ultimate goal would be an API for your building, a conduit to all your building’s data for use in third party solutions and analytics.Why grant a contractor access to your to crawl around and install yet more sensors or data gathering software on your network, if the API can already provide the data they need?Another use case has to do with the rise of Tenants demanding data for their own use. I understand some leases now include access to certain building data, and the fact is most buildings are not set up to be able to segment and deliver that data.I do not want to mention any names, but let’s just say it rhymes with BoogleClickAnd if you think you are going to lease to Boogle and not share the chiller, BMS and sub system data, think again.And believe me they are not alone, and this trend of tenants demanding access to data is only go to escalate.



Solutions for the post pandemic 

world, where to begin.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Solutions for the post pandemic world, where to begin
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I have limited time today for our journey showcasing common use cases and solutions.However as Owners, FMs and leaders of Tenants, your own journey should start with prioritizing goals and KPIs for different categories. These are just a few some example categories to help prioritize their KPIs.And no, not even a company like Siemens can do everything on our own. Click ClickThe Smart Building space is one of cooperation and partnerships, in our case we work with key partners where we do not have expertise like Smart Washrooms for example. 



Let’s have a look at some of the 

more talked about use cases and  

solutions that make up the post 

pandemic Smart Building
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In the next slides I will show solutions for the most talked about use cases in a post pandemic world.You will note a common thread, they have benefits beyond post Covid and serve multiple stakeholder albeit in different ways. But they also have interdependencies so together they are better than the sum of the parts.I am not pushing brands I will try to be as generic in terms of branding as I can



Workplace Experience Solutions
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Throughout the presentation I will be referring to Workplace Experience apps and wanted to start with this topic to give it context.If the new focus of buildings is around people, then workplace experience is the tool that conveys that message and supports the processes. Workplace experience facilitates the frictionless experience in the office, it empowers employees, lets them interact and control their environment, communicate issues, book desks, rooms, find amenities and much more. These solutions also generates large amounts of data for FMs and corporate real estate about how the building and services are being used.And by integrating with the solutions I will be showcasing, it offers the occupants a single pane of glass for everything work and building related.



Capacity Management
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Presenter Notes
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Workplace experience apps are great as they have a lot of built in modules we need, such as capacity management. We will see what the future brings for capacity management, but as it stands today we still need this in Singapore.Health and safety officers can set capacity limits throughout the building to comply with regulations and provide reporting. For occupants, the journey back to the office begins with planning when they will come in and reserving a spot.Simple but effective 



Desk Booking
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Typically Step 2 for the occupant would be planning Desk and room bookingIt appears Flexible working will continue in some capacity.Offices repurposing space may be left with fewer desks than people, making desk booking a must.Admins can block desks from being booked in order to match capacity limits and avoid confusionDesk booking is simple for the occupant who can book several days in advance.Desks equipped with occupancy sensors can release desks if booked and not occupied.Or users can be forced to “Check in” in order to prevent their booking being cancelled.



Room Booking
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Room booking lets users find the right room with the right capacity and amenities right now or in the future.With occupancy sensors Rooms can be released if no one shows up for the meeting.



The need to understand Occupancy and Space 
Utilization
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ClickBut I got ahead of myself there so let me come back and address the need to understand occupancy and utilization Design or redesign of an office space begins with occupancy For corporate real estate looking to understand utilization, occupancy sensors deliver the data to support decisions on rightsizing and repurposing space for the future.What we see are sensors picking up motion.ClickAnd then the results of all that motion visualized in density heat maps.



Occupancy Sensors Use Cases
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For occupants, sensors are part of the frictionless experience.In a dynamic office with no assigned or bookable desks, Occupants are able to see what rooms or desks are available in real time from their mobile or a Kiosk. 



Occupancy sensors extended use cases
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Occupancy sensors can identify your location on the floor map which is useful in dynamic environments where you may not be familiar with the floor or area where your desk is booked.For environments such as hospitals or critical care facilities, add badges and asset tags for real time location services, which can geofence areas, monitor stock and theft prevention, and locate moving people and assets in real time.



Personal Well Being 

Occupancy Sensors and Smart Lighting
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And finally occupancy sensors are at the heart of Smart lighting offering further energy reduction.You can elevate the user experience and allow the occupant to set lighting to their preference using their mobile device. HVAC too can utilize occupancy to override the BMS for empty rooms to save energy.
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Comfort and Traditional HVAC controls

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The next part of the user journey is about health and safety, user experience, and Energy efficiency related to HVAC.Here we have the traditional method of controlling temperature, the Building Management System sets a dead band with static set points and tries to keep the temperature in this range. In most cases few people are happy, and the temperature is rarely evenly distributed leaving hot and cold spots.
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Handing over HVAC control to the Occupants

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For improved user experience is to hand over HVAC control to occupants, which is combined with Machine Learning.The BenefitsOccupants feel empowered by controlling their own environment, they are more comfortable.For FMs, hot and cold calls can drop by up to 95%.And typically this saves energy, or at least we can say the right amount of energy is used to only send heating and cooling where and when it is needed.Lets have a look how this works.



Handing over HVAC control to Occupants
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
From a kiosk or Mobile device, the colors indicate the varied temperatures for rooms and zones on the floor plan.Initially it helps me find an area at my desired temperature to sit.But what happens when I am called to a meeting in a room that is uncomfortable



Handing over HVAC control to Occupants
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I can use my phone to interact with the building and click on the room and select temperature



Handing over HVAC control to Occupants
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is not a thermostat. I am not setting the temperature to 22 degrees.I am telling the system to cool my space.As a result, the building’s BMS reacts, the valve in the room opens for a period of time, I hear it, I feel the cool air, and I feel comfortable, and empowered.
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But that is not all, the system learns.It takes the input from all the requests, and if your let it, it can take over running HVACHere we see the traditional set point of the BMS when requests just started
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And here we see the heating and cooling dead band pattern created by the Machine learning based on requestsKeep in mind, the system elicits feedback from the user by slowing pushing the boundaries of this pattern in a never ending balancing act.
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And finally, here is a comparison of the static dead band from the BMS, vs the occupancy preferred temperature range.



Health and Safety

with Indoor Air Quality (IAQ)
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• IAQ has a direct cause and effect relationship on the overall 

health, productivity, morale, sick leave, and retention of building 

occupants.

• Enhancements to IAQ can contribute to a building earning a 

green and healthy building certification which has many market 

advantages.

• Green, healthy buildings with a high standard of air quality tend 

to attract high value tenants who lock-up long term leases, 

paying up to 7.7% more in rent.

• Healthy buildings help build brand equity and are a competitive 

advantage to attract and retain top workforce talent.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Continuing with HVAC related to health and safetyI want to talk about the big topic on everyone’s lips right now, Indoor air quality, or IAQ.I won’t read it all but it seems so easy, the benefits of improved indoor air quality are undisputable.They have a positive impact for almost everyone involved, with healthier people, better building ratings, and competitive advantages for buildings



Health and Safety

with Indoor Air Quality (IAQ)
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Once again this is not new, air quality has been monitored for years.What is new is the public’s awareness and it becoming a priority as a result of the pandemic.This has resulted in a demand from tenants to increase the monitoring of air quality, plus the demand to have access to the data.And there are nice systems out there for dashboards and self contained display units and mobile apps to share the data with everyone.But harnessing this data and making it available to other systems also has advantages.



Health and Safety

with Indoor Air Quality (IAQ)
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Personally I am monitor my air at home, I expect to have the same or better in my office.



Health and Safety

Impact of Changing Guidelines for Indoor Air Quality 
(IAQ)
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Presentation Notes
But here is where things get interesting with IAQ.This is a n extract of the NEA guidance for maximizing ventilation amid covid.No surprise the recommendation is a lot more ventilation of fresh air.We do not know the future for these guidelines or tenant expectation for air intake be in the future, but you have to believe it will lean towards more ventilation.Which sounds GREAT, more fresh air.Except there is an issueIncreasing air exchange substantially increase energy usage to move, heat or cool of all this new air. 



Future of Indoor Air Quality (IAQ)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So do we have to choose between energy efficiency and better air?The answer is no.For example Demand Controlled Ventilation DCV uses occupancy sensors to determine the right amount of outdoor air to intake.Taken to another level, there are existing solutions using Machine Learning for short term weather predictions which autonomously ramp up, or ramp down chilled water production in preparation for the future conditions.ClickBreezometer does not measuring, but calculates outdoor air quality to within 50 meters of your location.So with all this, is it not hard to imagine a machine learning algorithm utilizing weather prediction, outdoor air quality prediction, detailed indoor air quality measurements, and occupancy data, could come up with the ideal times and amounts of fresh air to intake, with the least impact on energy consumption. And yes the point of my story is about collecting the data in a a platform.And you will note, while the air in the office on the left was bad, outside was worse, so it would not make sense to take in outside air at this time.



Hygiene and the Touchless Office
Updating the Visitor Management Processes
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Ok so we have the air and comfort sorted out, we have reserved out spot in the building, booked a desk and meeting room.The next step on our journey we head into the office.Touchless is an often talked about as part of the solution for preventing the spread of disease.And when it comes to shared surfaces, Tablets used for guest registration were identified as one of the biggest risk factors as hundreds of people could be handling them on a daily basis. Registering on an tablets is being replaced with registration using your phone or pre-registration on your other devices.The system issues the guest with visit details and a QR code.Kiosks rather than people are used to check people in by reading the QR codes And this eliminates the need for coming in contact people or shared devices.



Hygiene and the Touchless Office
Access Control
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Similar to shared tablets for visitors, occupant key cards are tapped on readers multiple times per day.But really Covid is just one more reason for phasing out cards.The reality is Keycard tech can be 40 years old They pose the biggest security risk for your building.Many key card systems only run in the building and can’t be accessed remotely.Access cannot be revoked from an occupant in real timeThe favored touchless Access method is of course your Mobile device.Ok I am in the building what next.



Touchless Elevators 

 App displays previous 

call floor and list of 

favorite floors

 User selects 

destination floor 

from the list

 Elevator call is sent 

automatically

 Screen displays an 

animation of the 

elevator arriving

 User can select 

desired destination 

floor from multiple 

options
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Presentation Notes
Elevators are the next most common shared surface.For guests elevators can be linked to visitor registration which calls an elevator on check-in.For occupants it becomes part of the frictionless experience in the building using your phone to call an elevator without waiting in the elevator lobby.For FMs and owners there are multiple benefits from the data generated from smart connected elevatorsFor example, around the clock remote monitoring and predictive maintenance are used to reduce elevator down timePlus data driven assets management and people flow planning can be achieved to maximize the use of the elevators.



Touchless Automated Doors 
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The elevator opens and I need to get through the next door.No surprise door handles are yet another of the most touched shared surfaces.Mechanical doors with wave to open mechanisms are assumed to become ubiquitous throughout the office, at least they should be installed in high traffic entry ways. And we expect to see them in places where they had not been used in the past like washrooms. 
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Hygiene and Touchless Smart Washrooms

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Speaking of washrooms, I like the idea I can leave the washroom without having to touch the door which I always found funny after all the touchless effort put into washrooms, we all end up touching the same door on the way out.Of course touchless features are not uncommon in washrooms, but we will see the gaps being filled in when it comes to touchless such as the wave or tap to open doors as mentioned. 



Smart Washrooms
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But the future of washrooms does not stop with touchlessSmart washrooms are using sensors for people counting, occupancy, specific gas concentrations in the air, general air quality, all being monitored in real time. This enables better management of FM resources, Reports and alerts for on demand cleaning, On demand cleaning is yet another very talked about topic post pandemic.Smart washrooms can also support inventory management, smarter maintenance, and helps FMs meet their SLAs, and of course cleanliness is improved as well as user satisfaction.Occupants can even use their mobile to check the status and availability of the washroom without leaving their desk.



Work Requests and Smart Washrooms
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Still on washrooms here is a real example of a bad experience of my own.The soap dispenser fell off every day with the slightest touch, it went on for weeks, out of frustration I pasted the note to the wall, Please do not just put it back, fix it or replace it.No don’t get me wrong, it worked, I go t a new one, albeit poorly installed.ClickBut this is a poor way to communicate and no one really benefitedClickI would be much better to be able to send a work request right from my phone when I see something wrong. How many times have we all seen and issue and just walked away leaving for the next personOn demand work requests seem a minor things but have a great impact.



UVC Lighting

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And finally something new at least for office buildings. UVC lighting has been used in hospitals and in HVAC systems to combat pathogens for years. But UVC is tricky as it is causes damage to human eyes and skin.However there are new system emerging for offices and other environments.What I found interesting are the products that can function without removing people from the room entirely.The ceiling facing unit as seen on top that clean the air above spaces not exposing people to the light. The light fixture looking solution can also be used without closing off the room.By the way of you are leaving your deliveries out in the sun to kill the virus, that is the wrong kind of light, there is no UVC from the sun, just to let you know.



Big Picture, bring it all together in a “Social Network” / 
Workplace Experience for your Building
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So we saw a lot of use cases, now let me pull all this together.I had started off mentioning Workplace experience apps and single pane of glass.  I understand this is not interesting for building Owners as many solutions are tenant focused. However there are solutions that offer benefits for all stakeholdersFor lack of a better description, the owner gets a Social Network for their building where amenities, events, services and offers, communication channels and more are made available to the tenants. Owners can make it “sticky” by including building access integration as we talked about. This forces occupants to use the app every day and are exposed to the other features and benefits.



Big Picture, bring it all together in a “Social Network” for your building
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A social wall for FMs to communicate with occupants, perform surveys, promote events, list building vendors like restaurants, parking, and even other services that use payment gateways. Even things like charge back meeting rooms can be offered, all booked and paid for on the mobile device.



Value added services
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Building Directories, documentation, support services and ticket even live chat foster communication with the tenants



Value added services
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here we see visitor management integrated with the app



Tenant added services
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Tenants take advantage of the app features provided, and add their own features to the app that they pay for such as Room booking, Desk booking with options for temperature and lighting control.



Design
- BIM is created for visualization, coordination and as 

a reference for construction

- Design-intent attributes are entered

Construction
- BIM is updated to 3D as-built

- Installation and Cx attributes are provided

- Linking asset and project documents to BIM

Renovation & Upgrades
- Planning renovations in 3D BIM

- Enhanced condition assessment

Operation & Maintenance
- 3D visualization for work orders

- Shutdown planning

- Disaster response

- BIM for energy analysis

Lifecycle CDE for Digital Twin Management 49

CDE

EcoDomus’ Role:

1. Check model data for program compliance 

and handover to construction

2. Visualize design intent in a browser-based 

3D viewer for contractors and FM

3. Collect information outside of BIM 

authoring tools

EcoDomus’ Role:

1. Check model data for handover to O&M

2. Visualize models in a browser-based 3D 

viewer for project collaboration (GC/subs)

3. Collect information outside of BIM 

authoring tools, link documents to BIM 

objects

EcoDomus’ Role:

1. Visualize models in a 3D viewer for 

O&M/property management, including 

integrated data from BAS/CMMS

2. Generate reports (regulatory, 

procurement, energy analysis, etc.)

EcoDomus’ Role:

1. Provide accurate as-built information for redesign

2. Synchronize as-built updates with the other apps: 

CMMS, Energy, etc.

Definition: CDE (Common Data Environment) is a central repository where facility information is housed. The contents of the CDE are 

not limited to assets created in a ‘BIM environment’ and it will therefore include documentation, graphical model and non-graphical 

assets. In using a single source of information collaboration between project members should be enhanced, mistakes reduced, and 

duplication avoided. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To wrap this all up I am circling back to the Platform where the real work will be done.You now have all these systems, sensors and people generating data. Adding your BIM models to the mix takes the platform to a new level creating a comprehensive Operational Digital Twin, enabling you to have full transparency from Design, to construction, renovations and upgrades and  operational maintenance.



How to Create Facility Model for Digital Twin 50

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Design and construction BIM is no longer discarded.BIM files are maintained and  updated with new construction



Issues Management in 3D BIM & Point Cloud 51

Create an issue in the 3D 

model.

Link inspection forms to 

the selected items.

Similar approach works 

with point clouds (below).

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
3D walkthroughs and representations of assets with live data, documentation and more are now possible.



Thank You
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I know that was a lot of material.I hope the journey resonated with you no matter your role.I look forward to getting healthier, happier, more empowered people back to the office.I hope FMs and owners can see how data can help achieve sustainability and health and safety KPIs, and that an operations twin is within reach, and so much more.And all of this will make us better prepared for any eventuality we face in this post pandemic world.Thank you  
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